
Please read all of the instructions before applying Scribit Superwashable Paint to your wall.

Your Scribit Superwashable Paint application might take from 30 to 50 minutesPHASE 1: Prepare your surface The application should take 30 minutes with an additional drying time of 24 hoursPHASE 1: Prepare your surface

Measure your area1

Mark your area2

Superwashable Paint
APPLICATION GUIDE

Your paint 
must cover at 
least this 
square

2m x 2m  / (1m x 1m) 

2.25m x 2.25m / (1.13m x 1.13m)    
2.50m x 2.50m / (1.25m x 1.25m)     
2.75m x 2.75m / (1.38m x 1.38m)     

Installation area
from 2m2 up to 4m2

Your installation 
area size

Drawing area
from 1m2 up to 2m2

It is important that you apply the paint 
over the entire drawing area (maximum 
size of 2mx2m). 
We’ve made sure that you have enough 
Superwashable Paint for this, however, if 
you wish to paint over the entire 
installation area, please be aware that you 
may need more paint. 

Mark your area2

- Temporarily remove Scribit from your 
wall. 
- Using masking tape, mark out the 
boundary of the area to be painted. For 
this step, we recommend using a 
measuring tape, a spirit level and a pencil. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure that the area to be 
painted is marked out at the center of 
your installation area. We recommend 
measuring an area slightly wider than the 
defined drawing area. 

3

- Cover and protect the area around the 
surface you intend to paint.
- Find and fill any holes or cracks in the 
surface with a regular decorators filler
- Next, use the sanding block in your kit to 
smooth the filled surface. The Scribit 
Superwashable Paint will only be as 
smooth as the surface it is applied to. 
- Clean the surface at the end of the 
process. 

Prepare the surface

Additional items

Additional Tools
Measuring tape, 
a spirit level, 
and pencil

A friend
You may need an 
extra hand

Stepladder
To more easily 
reach the support 
heights

Additional items

Plastic sheet 
Or an alternative 
material to protect 
your installation 
area

Stepladder
To more easily 
reach the support 
heights

masking tape

sanding block

...
4m x 4m / (2m x 2m)     

0,75L
~6m2
for two layers

Turn your wall into
a superwashable surface



PHASE 1: Prepare your surfacePHASE 2: Paint application

Get ready for painting4

- Shake the can well before use
- Prime the surface if necessary. This is 
recommended in order to achieve the 
best results on difficult surfaces. 
 
IMPORTANT: Do not apply on surfaces 
that are directly exposed to sunlight 
and/or driving wind. Avoid use in extreme-
ly humid environments. During storage, 
keep well closed, away from sources of 
heat and direct sunlight. Do not place in 
cold storage. 

PHASE 1: Prepare your surfacePHASE 3: Drying time & Use

Waiting for your surface to be Scribit ready6

- Wait the right amount of time between 
phases.
- You can clean your tools with water 
between the 1st and 2nd phase and at the 
end of the process. 

IMPORTANT: Optimal product 
performance and adhesion is achieved 20 
days after application. Treat the surface 
gently, avoiding direct impacts, abrasion, 
staining or cleaning, for the first 20 days 
after initial application. 

~6m² for two layers

Clean tools using water

to the touch between
layers

completely
dry

ready
for Scribit

Optimal
product

performance

2h 5h 24h 48h 20d

Apply the paint over your surface5

- Pour the paint into a paint tray and dip 
your roller into the paint. 
- Don’t steer too much the paint. Be 
abundant in the first layer.
- Wait 5 hours before applying the second 
layer. 
IMPORTANT: Larger rollers can be used. 
We recommend a high quality foam roller. 
Pass the roller over the entire surface 10 
times to ensure a generous, smooth and 
even coating. 

Enjoy your superwashable drawing area7

- You can now reinstall Scribit on your 
wall. Please note that Scribit will need to 
be recalibrated.
- Using Scribit with any set of compatible 
superwashable markers, you can now 
erase drawings from your wall by hand 
with a damp cloth. Water is enough, but 
you may wish to periodically perform a 
deeper maintenance cleaning using 
standard cleaning products (avoid bleach 
and other aggressive cleaning agents).

IMPORTANT: You can use Scribit Erasable 
Markers but don’t use Scribit’s erase 
function on this paint!

The indicated length applies to any 
other possible marker you might use.

marker area inside Scribit 
58 mm / 2.28 in

Supported diameters 
start from 10 to 14.5 mm 
/ 0.39 to 0.57 in

roller sleeve

Additional items

Painting tray
In order to 
optimally prepare 
your roller sleeves.

Stepladder
For big canvases

With the can still closed, 
shake well for at least 1 minute.

shaking

1m

scribit.design

For further help go to:
support.scribit.design

Formulated to help you achieve the
brightest & most colorful drawings


